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Abstract
We search Dark Energy Survey (DES) Year 3 imaging for galaxy–galaxy strong gravitational lenses using convolutional
neural networks, extending previous work with new training sets and covering a wider range of redshifts and colors. We
train two neural networks using images of simulated lenses, then use them to score postage-stamp images of 7.9 million
sources from DES chosen to have plausible lens colors based on simulations. We examine 1175 of the highest-scored
candidates and identify 152 probable or deﬁnite lenses. Examining an additional 20,000 images with lower scores, we
identify a further 247 probable or deﬁnite candidates. After including 86 candidates discovered in earlier searches using
neural networks and 26 candidates discovered through visual inspection of blue-near-red objects in the DES catalog, we
present a catalog of 511 lens candidates.
Key words: gravitational lensing: strong – methods: data analysis – methods: statistical – surveys
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1. Introduction
Gravitational lensing is a phenomenon arising from the
relativistic curvature of spacetime around massive objects
(Einstein 1936; Zwicky 1937, see Treu 2010 for an overview).
When strong gravitational lensing occurs, we sometimes
observe multiple magniﬁed images of distant sources that lie
behind the lensing mass. When the lens is a massive galaxy,
group, or cluster, strong lensing can be detectable across
cosmological distances. Lensing observables, such as the
Einstein radius, are sensitive to the mass of the lens as well
as to cosmological parameters, lending strong lensing analyses
to many applications across astrophysics and cosmology.
One of strong lensing’s applications is as a precise probe
of lens mass and dark and baryonic, out to redshift 1 and
beyond. Early-type galaxies (ETGs) contain much of the local
universe’s stellar mass (Renzini 2006) and are the majority of
known galaxy lenses due to their high surface mass densities.
By measuring the evolution of the total-mass density slopes of
ETGs (i.e., constraining the exponent γ, where ρ(r)∝r γ), we
can test the two-phase model of galaxy assembly predicted by
theorists. Simulations predict that at early times, gas-rich
assembly from ﬁlaments and gas-rich mergers lead to in situ
star formation, concentrating baryons in galaxy centers and
steepening the density proﬁle. At later times, mass assembly is
dominated by dry minor mergers, depositing mass on the
outskirts of galaxies and thus increasing the size while
decreasing γ (Wellons et al. 2015; Bellstedt et al. 2018).
Observations have so far failed to conﬁrm this prediction, with
a weak steepening over time of γ observed instead (Sonnenfeld
et al. 2013; Remus et al. 2017). At nonlocal redshifts, galaxy-
scale strong lensing remains the only feasible method for
measuring these density slopes. However, the current lens
sample is not large enough to conclusively resolve this tension
between simulations and the existing observations. More
galaxy-scale strong lenses are needed and at higher redshifts.
The statistics of strong lenses may also prove important in
ruling in or out particular models of dark matter. Strong lensing
can produce bright arcs and, in some cases, near-perfect
Einstein rings. These rings and arcs are perturbed if they
intersect the substructure within the lens’s dark matter halo,
producing detectable “kinks” in the ring. The Sloan Digital Sky
Survey (SDSS) strong lense system, SDSS J120602.09
+514229.5 described in Vegetti et al. (2010), contains a
visible dwarf that lies on the Einstein ring and introduces a
visible distortion in the ring; the same effect will be detectable
for dark subhaloes. Exploiting this effect using a large sample
of bright arcs and rings will allow us to constrain the subhalo
mass function (Koopmans 2005; Vegetti & Koopmans 2009),
following a technique demonstrated by Vegetti et al. (2014) on
11 strong lensing systems that resulted in a single detection. Li
et al. (2016) used simulations to calculate that as few as 100
bright arcs, with sufﬁcient image resolution to detect subhaloes
down to 107 h−1Me (which is consistent with future observa-
tions) would tightly constrain the subhalo cutoff mass. Such an
analysis may conﬁrm the ΛCDM paradigm by providing direct
evidence for the low-mass subhaloes predicted by theory;
conversely, a detection of low-mass subhaloes could provide
strong evidence for a warm dark matter candidate, such as a
keV-mass sterile neutrino. Despali et al. (2018) also demon-
strated a method to constrain the subhalo mass function using
lensing and line-of-sight substructure.
Double-source plane lenses, where two strongly lensed
sources at different redshifts are detectable, can function as
unique cosmological probes. The ratio of the Einstein radii of
the two lenses, β, is independent of the Hubble parameter but is
sensitive to the dark energy equation of state, w, and to both
ΩM and Ωk. Collett & Auger (2014) used a model of the
double-source plane lens SDSSJ0946+1006 to constrain w
with 30% greater precision than Planck alone. Only a few
examples of such lenses have been discovered so far (Gavazzi
et al. 2008; Tanaka et al. 2016; Diehl et al. 2017).
Artiﬁcial neural networks (ANNs) are the key machine-learning
technique that underpins recent advances in so-called “deep
learning.” An overview of ANNs and deep learning can be found
in Schmidhuber (2015). Convolutional neural networks (CNNs;
LeCun et al. 1989) are a type of ANN optimized for problems
involving image data. For standard computer vision tasks,
such as image classiﬁcation and object detection, CNNs have
proven highly successful and now routinely exceed human
performance. CNNs have already found many successful
applications in astronomy—for instance, galaxy morphology
classiﬁcation (Dieleman et al. 2015; Dai & Tong 2018),
star-galaxy separation (Kim & Brunner 2017; Cabayol et al.
2019), or identifying quasars from spectra (Busca & Balland
2018).
Here, we are concerned with ﬁnding and exploiting strong
lenses on the galaxy and group scales. Several hundred examples
of galaxy–galaxy strong lenses are currently known.39 Simula-
tions, such as Collett (2015), predict that several thousand
lenses should be discoverable in current-generation surveys,
such as the Dark Energy Survey (DES; Dark Energy Survey
Collaboration et al. 2016), Kilo Degree Survey (KiDS; de Jong
et al. 2015), and Subaru Hyper-Suprime Cam (Miyazaki et al.
2018). Although, in decades past most strong lenses were
discovered serendipitously or through visual inspection of an
entire survey, the scale of modern surveys means a more
targeted approach is required. Previous strategies included
searching catalogs for multiple blue sources near red ETGs
(Diehl et al. 2017), modeling all sources as strong lenses and
testing for goodness of ﬁt (Marshall et al. 2009; Chan et al.
2015), or recruiting citizen scientists to examine images in
quantity (Marshall et al. 2016; More et al. 2016). Recently,
many efforts have employed modern computer vision and
machine-learning techniques. Neural nets have been shown to
be effective at distinguishing between simulated lenses and
nonlenses (Avestruz et al. 2017; Hezaveh et al. 2017; Lanusse
et al. 2018). When applied to imaging surveys, Jacobs et al.
(2017, hereafter Paper I) used CNNs to recover several hundred
known lenses and 17 new candidates in an hour of inspection
time, and Petrillo et al. (2019) and Petrillo et al. (2017) used
neural networks to discover over 300 candidate lenses in KiDS.
In Jacobs et al. (2019, hereafter Paper II), we presented 84
candidate lenses at redshifts of 0.8 and above discovered in the
DES Year 3 imaging using CNNs.
In the present paper, we present the results of a wider search
of the DES images. We apply the technique developed in
Papers I and II to the DES Year 3 coadd images (Abbott et al.
2018; Morganson et al. 2018),40 using newly trained networks
39 L. A. Moustakas & J. Brownstein (2019, private communication)’s database
of conﬁrmed and probable lenses from all sources, curated by the University of
Utah. http://admin.masterlens.org.
40 Now available publicly as Data Release 1 at https://des.ncsa.illinois.edu/
releases/dr1/.
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and searching for lenses from a wider range of redshifts,
morphologies, and colors. In Section 2, we outline the method
used to train the networks and score candidates. In Section 3,
we present the results of the search and discuss the likely
completeness of the search. In Section 4, we offer concluding
remarks.
2. Method
The lenses in the catalog presented in this paper were
discovered using the methodology presented in Papers I and II.
Here, we summarize the method and describe reﬁnements made
since the earlier searches. The catalog presented in this work
includes candidates discovered in searches using variations on
the color cuts, network architectures, and simulation parameters
employed in previous works. The search described in Paper II
used simulations to target strong lenses in a constrained redshift
range; here, we reﬁne the simulations and expand the search,
targeting discoverable lenses across all redshifts, morphologies,
and colors, aiming for a larger and purer candidate set. We note
variations from the earlier search in the text and in Table 1
where appropriate. The method described below describes the
parameters of the latest and most comprehensive search.
2.1. Creating Simulated Lenses
In order to train a CNN to distinguish between lenses and
nonlenses, we require a training set of labeled examples. To
train a network with tens of millions of trainable weights of the
size required for reliably processing image data, we require a
training set of the order of tens or hundreds of thousands of
labeled examples (e.g., Krizhevsky et al. 2012). Since this
exceeds the number of known lenses by orders of magnitude,
we must instead use simulations to create training sets.
To generate simulations, we use the LENSPOP code described
in Collett (2015). LENSPOP generates a population of synthetic
elliptical galaxies as lenses, with singular isothermal ellipsoid
mass proﬁles, using masses, ellipticities, and redshifts drawn
from realistic distributions. The lenses are simulated with an
elliptical De Vaucouleurs proﬁle, and lensed sources are modeled
as exponential disks with properties drawn from the Cosmic
Evolution Survey (COSMOS) sample (Ilbert et al. 2009). Lens
images are created using the GRAVLENS ray-tracing code
(Keeton 2001), with simulated seeing and shot noise appropriate
for DES imaging (see Paper II). The simulations produced by
LENSPOP follow a realistic distribution of lensing parameters
such as an Einstein radius and magniﬁcation; for the purposes of
training the networks, we want clear, bright examples of strong
lensing, so we both discard undetectable lenses and make
simulated sources brighter by one magnitude. The thresholds
used for detectability are: signal to noise >20, magniﬁcation >5,
and an Einstein radius>2″. Simulated lens and source images are
combined with random patches of DES imaging to create postage
stamps with realistic sky noise, foreground objects, artifacts, and
other contaminants.
In addition to the simulations described above and in Paper II,
we create a further set of simulated lenses using the red-sequence
Matched-ﬁlter Galaxy Catalog (redMaGiC) catalog (Rozo et al.
2016) of luminous red galaxies (LRGs). For each of the 88,307
galaxies in the catalog, we use the supplied photometric redshift
of the galaxy and a nominal velocity dispersion value, which was
calculated using the Hyde & Bernardi (2009) fundamental plane
of SDSS ellipticals to convert between the rest frame r-band
absolute magnitude and velocity dispersion (assuming a ΛCDM
cosmology, h= 0.7). We used the redMaGiC photometric
redshifts and assumed a 10 Gyr old passive spectral energy
distribution (SED) to convert the observed i-band magnitude into
the rest frame r-band absolute magnitude. We then sample three
simulated sources at different positions in the source plane and
produce images via ray-tracing for each of the lensed sources.
These are then combined with the actual DES imaging for the
galaxy to create simulated lens images.
Figure 1 depicts simulations, with and without synthetic
lenses, used for training.
2.2. Training Neural Networks
We use the simulations to create training sets for the neural
networks. For the positive examples, we use the simulated
lenses described in Section 2.1. For the negative examples, we
use a combination of simulated nonlenses and real sources from
the ﬁeld. For the former, we use simulations without any ﬂux
from a lensed source added, depicting only the simulated ETG.
For the second, we take postage stamps of galaxies randomly
selected from the target search catalog (Section 2.3). Since
strong lenses are rare—as few as 1 in 100,000 galaxies—a
Table 1
Strong Lens Candidates from Visual Inspection of the Neural Network-selected Sources, Sorted by Grade
Candidate Object ID R.A. Decl. Grade Photoz Imag Notes
DESJ0002-3507 139741252 0.59845 −35.12122 2.3 0.51 19.2 L
DESJ0003-3348 139823797 0.81825 −33.80120 2.7 0.68 19.3 L
DESJ0006-4429 142775105 1.68592 −44.49735 2.0 0.53 18.6 a1
DESJ0007-4434 142779522 1.87201 −44.57949 3.0 0.52 18.1 a1
DESJ0010-4315 182452355 2.62678 −43.25413 2.3 0.84 19.9 d
DESJ0011-4614 182003535 2.97135 −46.23942 3.0 0.60 18.5 a1,2 d
DESJ0013+0040 179698697 3.29016 0.66767 2.3 0.75 20.0 L
Note. Redshifts are BPZ (http://www.stsci.edu/dcoe/BPZ/) photometric redshifts except where indicted with ∧ where spectroscopic redshifts are substituted. Imag
is the i-band magnitude from the DES Year 3 A1 Catalog aperture photometry. Notes: (a) previously known (74 candidates); (b) discovered through the BNR and rich
cluster search described in Section 2.5; (c) found in both searches; (d) found in previous CNN-based search. References. (1) Diehl et al. (2017), (2) Bleem et al.
(2015b), (3) Furlanetto et al. (2013), (4) Stark et al. (2013), (5) More et al. (2012), (6) More et al. (2016), (7) Cabanac et al. (2007), (8) Gavazzi et al. (2014), (9)
Hammer (1991), (10) Postman et al. (2012), (11) Bayliss (2012), (12) Lin et al. (2017), (13) Bayliss et al. (2016), (14) Menanteau et al. (2010), (15) Bleem et al.
(2015a), (16) Abell et al. (1989), (17) Nord et al. (2016), (18) Buckley-Geer et al. (2011), (19) Sonnenfeld et al. (2018), (20) Kostrzewa-Rutkowska et al. (2014), (21)
Bettinelli et al. (2016).
(This table is available in its entirety in machine-readable form.)
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random sample of sources from the survey catalog is unlikely
to contain any contamination with strong lenses. (We expect to
ﬁnd a few hundred lenses in our search catalog of 7.9 million
galaxies.)
We use two types of negative examples for the following
reasons. First, we use simulated ETGs with and without a
lensed source. This way, the network learns that the presence of
a lensed background source is the signiﬁcant feature and that
the presence of the elliptical lens is not in itself indicative of
lensing. Even if the simulated ellipticals are unrealistic in some
way, such as color, the networks should learn to ignore them as
they are present in both positive and negative examples and are,
therefore, not discriminatory to arrive at the correct class. The
second type of training set, which incorporates real galaxies as
negative examples, exposes the networks to spiral galaxies,
mergers, and other sources that represent nonlenses and will be
present in the images to be tested. In this way, the network
learns that an elliptical galaxy with lensing is the target and that
potentially confusing objects, such as spiral arms and tidal tails,
are to be ignored.
We normalize the training data so that in each band, the
mean value of the supplied image data is zero and the standard
deviation is one; this aids in quicker convergence of the neural
network training process.
We create training sets of up to 200,000 images, consisting
of equal numbers of positive and negative examples. We
construct a neural network with the following architecture: four
convolutional layers, with kernel sizes of 11, 5, 3, and 3 and
ReLU41 activations; 2×2 max pooling42 after each convolu-
tional layer; and two fully connected layers of 1024 neurons
each, with an output layer of two neurons. The network
architecture of CN1 and CN2 is described in detail in Table 2.
The process of training, which employs the backpropogation
algorithm, is described in Papers I and II and LeCun et al.
(1989). Brieﬂy, for each training example, the algorithm
determines a correction to each of the weights in the network
that would decrease a loss function, L, where L=0 if all
classiﬁcations are correct and increases as accuracy decreases.
With each iteration, each of the weights of the network are
updated with the mean optimal adjustment calculated over a
batch of 128 training images. By this process, the network
learns key features of the images and converges on higher
classiﬁcation accuracy. During training, we measure the loss
Figure 1. Images used in training the neural networks. Left column: simulated lenses and lensed sources. Second column from left: simulated ETGs without a lensed
source. Third column from left: redMaGiC galaxies and simulated lensed sources. Right column: ﬁeld galaxies, used as negative examples.
41 Rectiﬁed linear unit: f (x)=max(0, x).
42 This reduces the spatial extent of the input, such that for each 2×2 pixel
area in the input, the output is a single value, which is the maximum of the four
values.
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and accuracy on a validation set, consisting of images not
shown to the network during the training steps. This allows us
to determine whether the improvements are a due to an
overﬁtting to the training set or will generalize well to new
examples.
We train until the validation loss (the loss on the validation
set) does not improve by more than 10−4 over six epochs
(where an epoch is a run through the entire training set).
In addition to the networks described in Paper II, we train
four new CNNs using these training sets, as described in
Table 3.
2.3. Selecting a Catalog to Search
Even a highly accurate classiﬁer will produce false positives,
especially if it is likely to see irregular objects at classiﬁcation
time that were not represented in training, which will be the
case for some proportion of sources in any imaging survey. We
can minimize false positives by minimizing the number of
objects we classify, if we can do so without discarding any true
positives. We restrict our search to only objects that have the
colors of plausible lenses. Although the color of likely lensing
ETGs is well known, the color of combined lens and lensed
source systems in the aperture photometry of the survey catalog
is not known a priori. We again turn to simulations as a guide.
Figure 2 depicts the combined g−r and g−i colors of a
sample of 10,000 simulated lenses.
In Paper II, we searched 1.4 million sources with colors
2<g−i<5 and 0.6<g−r<3, or 1.8<g−i<2 and
0.8<g−r<1.2, based on simulated lenses at redshifts of
0.8 and above. Here, we search for lenses across all redshifts.
Using cuts of 0<g−i<3 and −0.2<g−r<1.75,
which encompasses 98.7% of our simulations, we assemble a
catalog of 7.9 million sources from the 300 million objects in
the DES catalog for scoring by the neural networks.
2.4. Scoring and Examining Candidates
We score 100×100 pixel postage-stamp images in griz
bands43 with CNNs trained using the two training sets, RM1
and RM2, described in Section 2.1. Each network produces a
score in the interval (0, 1) for each image. We choose
thresholds for the CNN scores, producing lists of candidates
with scores greater than those thresholds. Adjusting this
parameter produces candidate sets of varying sizes, with
different (and unknown) purities and completenesses. The
thresholds are initially chosen to produce a candidate set of a
few thousand, which is a convenient size to inspect. We then
determine the purity of the sample, lower the threshold, and
inspect further candidates with lower scores. We repeat this
process until the purity has dropped to the point where
diminishing returns (less than one quality lens candidate per
thousand inspections) make further inspection unworkable.
We inspect RGB images of these candidates using the software
LensRater44 developed for that purpose, which displays PNG
images made with gri imaging using three different scaling
parameters. We assign each source a grade from 0–3, where
0=not a lens, 1=“possibly a lens,” 2=“probably a lens,”
Table 2
Output of the Keras Model Summary for the CNNS Used in This Lens Search
Layer (Type) Output Shape Param Count
conv2d_13 (Conv2D) (None, 96, 50, 50) 34944
max_pooling2d_10 (MaxPooling) (None, 96, 24, 24) 0
conv2d_14 (Conv2D) (None, 128, 24, 24) 307328
activation_19 (Activation) (None, 128, 24, 24) 0
max_pooling2d_11 (MaxPooling) (None, 128, 11, 11) 0
conv2d_15 (Conv2D) (None, 256, 11, 11) 295168
activation_20 (Activation) (None, 256, 11, 11) 0
conv2d_16 (Conv2D) (None, 256, 11, 11) 590080
dropout_13 (Dropout) (None, 256, 11, 11) 0
activation_21 (Activation) (None, 256, 11, 11) 0
max_pooling2d_12 (MaxPooling) (None, 256, 5, 5) 0
dropout_14 (Dropout) (None, 256, 5, 5) 0
ﬂatten_4 (Flatten) (None, 6400) 0
dense_10 (Dense) (None, 1024) 6554624
activation_22 (Activation) (None, 1024) 0
dropout_15 (Dropout) (None, 1024) 0
dense_11 (Dense) (None, 1024) 1049600
activation_23 (Activation) (None, 1024) 0
dropout_16 (Dropout) (None, 1024) 0
dense_12 (Dense) (None, 2) 2050
activation_24 (Activation) (None, 2) 0
Total params: 8833,794
Trainable params: 8833,794
Nontrainable params: 0
Table 3
A Summary of Training Sets Used to Train Neural Networks to Search DES
Imaging
Network Positive Examples Negative Examples Training Set Size
RM1 redMaGiC sims redMaGiC galaxies 160,000
RM2 redMaGiC sims catalog galaxies 200,000
CN1 LensPop sims LensPop sims 200,000
CN2 LensPop sims catalog galaxies 200,000
TS1 LensPop high-z sims LensPop sims 250,000
TS2 LensPop high-z sims Real galaxies 150,000
Note. redMaGiC sims use real galaxies for the simulated deﬂector; LensPop
simulates both deﬂector and lensed source. Networks TS1 and TS2 are
described in Paper II.
Figure 2. Integrated colors of simulated ETGs (blue), simulated strong lenses
(red), and a sample of 5000 sources selected at random from the DES catalog
(gray). The color cuts used to assemble our search catalog are shown in dashed
lines. Note that some simulated galaxies lie at the edge of the DES g-band
magnitude limit, resulting in large magnitude errors and a consequent scatter
along the diagonal.
43 Previous searches used simulations and survey data in gri bands only.
44 https://github.com/coljac/lensrater
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and 3=“deﬁnitely a lens.” The grades used throughout the
paper represent the mean grade assigned by authors C.J., T.C.,
E.B.G., and K.G.
2.5. BNR and Rich Cluster Search
In addition to candidates discovered with the CNN search,
for completeness in our catalog, we include 26 candidates
discovered through two visual searches. A search was
performed on 53,000 candidates selected from the DES Year
3 A1 catalog using a methodology similar to that described in
Diehl et al. (2017), which was extended to an extra 3500 square
degrees of sky (covering the entire DES footprint in line with
the CNN-based search). Then, excluding sources examined in
Diehl et al. (2017), blue-near-red (BNR) sources were selected
from the DES Year 3 A1 catalog as follows:
1. select LRGs with a i-band magnitude <22, with a redshift
of 0.22<z<0.70;
2. count blue-colored sources (−1 g− r< 1,−1r− i< 1)
within 10″;
3. and examine sources where two blue sources were found
near LRGs brighter than 21st mag in r, and three or more
were found near LRGs brighter than 22nd mag.
We also examined 759 sources from the red-sequence
Matched-ﬁlter Probabilistic Percolation (redMaPPer) galaxy
cluster catalog (Rykoff et al. 2014) that matched with high-ﬂux
sources detected by the Chandra X-ray Observatory (Weisskopf
et al. 1996).
After visual inspection and systematic grading according to
the prescription above, 40 candidates were graded as “likely”
or “deﬁnite” lenses, of which 14 were also discovered in the
CNN search; 13 are previously known; 5 were both redis-
covered by the CNN search and previously known; and 26
were new. These candidates are indicated in Table 1.
3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Training the Network and Scoring Sources
The networks described in Section 2.2 required approximately
ﬁve hours each to train on an NVidia Tesla P90 GPU. Training
converged on accuracies of between 99% and 99.9% on the
validation sets (images not used in the training process), as shown
in Figure 3. A typical receiver operating characteristic (ROC)
curve depicting the trade-off between false positives and false
negatives on our training sets can be found in Paper II.
Including the overheads of loading images into memory,
scoring the 8 million images in our catalog took a total of 20 hr
using a Tesla P90 GPU; scoring an individual object required
of the order of 1 μs. Scores assigned by the networks are shown
in Table 4.
3.2. Selecting Candidates
We choose candidates to examine by selecting a CNN score
threshold and examining the candidates with a score greater than
this number. We seek a candidate set that is as complete as
possible in detectable lenses included but is of a tractable size and
has as high a purity (lowest fraction of false positives) as possible.
If the networks are working, i.e.,the score adds signiﬁcant
information, then we should ﬁnd fewer good candidates at lower
score values. We ﬁrst examine a smaller candidate set, with a high
score threshold, and grade the candidates; then, we examine
further candidates with lower scores, until diminishing returns
suggest further searching is not feasible. The scores, subsequent
candidate set sizes, and results are summarized in Table 4.
After examining 1175 images with scores of 1.0 by both
RM1 and RM2, we grade 152 with a grade of>=2 and a
further 148>=1. We then test for diminishing returns by
examining further, lower-scored sources. We lower the thresh-
olds and examine further candidates. Using a score threshold of
>0.5 for both networks, we examine a further 15,172 images
and grade them as 247>=2, 401>=1.
Finally, we include candidates from other searches. This
includes networks and catalogs prepared for the search in Paper II
and accounts for approximately 20,000 further image inspections.
We identify a further 86 candidates with a grade of>=2 and 188
with a grade of>=1 not identiﬁed in the other inspections.
Including 26 candidates from the rich cluster and BNR searches,
we assemble a total catalog of 511 “probable” and “deﬁnite”
lenses. These candidates are presented in Table 1. Postage-stamp
images of these candidates are presented in Figure 4, which also
depicts their CNN scores and human grades. The 742 candidates
with grades >=1 are presented in Table 5 for reference in future
lens searches.
3.3. Purity and Completeness of the Candidate Catalog
Previous lens searches have uncovered of the order of a few
hundred potential lenses in DES. Diehl et al. (2017) conducted
a search of DES science veriﬁcation (SV) and Year 1 (Y1)
imaging and identiﬁed 374 candidate strong lens systems,
approximately half of which were graded as “probable” or
“deﬁnite” lenses. The candidates were selected using the survey
Figure 3. Training a neural network on simulated lenses and nonlenses. Blue
dashed line: the loss value, optimized by the training process, decreasing over
time. Red dashed line: the loss evaluated on a validation set not used for
training. Blue solid line: accuracy in classiﬁcation on the training set. Red solid
line: accuracy measured on the validation set.
Table 4
How the CNNS Scored the Catalog of 7.9 Million DES Sources
Network Scores=0 Scores >0.5 Scores=1
RM1 6248566 64525 3708
RM2 3295227 1840383 330069
CN1 7869097 2799 1000
CN2 2090100 1868791 228776
Note. The number of sources scored 1.0 by both RM1 and RM2 was 1175 but
by CN1 and CN2 was 164.
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catalog, searching for BNR objects and examining a known
catalog of ETGs. Assembling this catalog involved inspection
of approximately 400,000 cutout images. Nord et al. (2016)
searched DES SV and Y1 data for group and cluster-scale
strong lenses, identifying 99 candidates of which 21 were
conﬁrmed spectroscopically.
Figure 4. Candidate lenses found in DES using CNNs. In yellow, left: best CNN score; right: human grade. (An extended version of this ﬁgure is available.)
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On simulated data, the CNNs are able to achieve accuracies
above 99% for a score threshold of 0.5—in other words, we
consider each candidate with a score above this value to be a
lens. At this rate, we would expect up to 80,000 false positives
from our search catalog in the best case where the networks
were as accurate on real data as on simulations.
Collett’s (2015) simulations suggest ∼1300 lenses should be
ﬁndable in DES imaging, using detectability criteria of a signal
to noise in g>20, an Einstein radius >2 times seeing, and a
magniﬁcation of at least 3. However, blind tests on simulated
images of lenses (see Paper II) indicate that these detectability
criteria may be overly optimistic by a factor of up to ﬁve at
estimating what an astronomer can conﬁdently pick from RGB
images. Ideally, we could also examine lens-subtracted images;
however, this requires accurate point-spread function (PSF)
modeling, which is complicated for the DES coadd imaging.
Poor PSFs lead to ringlike artifacts in the resultant imaging,
making the discovery of genuine Einstein rings difﬁcult.
LENSPOP suggests that ∼1300 lenses should be detectable; if
only 1/5 of these can be conﬁrmed by human experts, we
expect that ∼300 lenses should be detectable with conﬁdence.
We, therefore, conclude that our sample is mostly complete for
the survey imaging. As noted below in Section 3.5, 41
previously identiﬁed high-quality candidates were not recov-
ered in the CNN search. This indicates that improvements to
the networks would yield further candidates.
If subsequent improvements can be made in visualization
and grading of DES images, it is that possible the detectability
threshold could be lowered and new lenses would become
ﬁndable.
3.4. Suitability of the Search Catalog
The area of g−i, g−r color space encompassed by our
search catalog contained 98.5% of our simulated lenses.
Figure 5 depicts the location of our candidate lenses in this
space. The density of candidates with g−i<1 is low,
indicating that the search is likely complete at the blue end of
our sample. At the red end, the density of candidates with
g−i>2.5 also diminishes. Only 27.5% of our search catalog
lies below this value, but 79% of our candidates are in this
region. If we had restricted our search to sources bluer than
g−i of 2.5, we would have recovered 3/4 of our best
candidates but tested only a quarter as many (∼2 million)
sources. This would have yielded a purer sample for human
inspection, at the cost of some completeness. Of the Diehl et al.
(2017) candidates, 16 high-quality candidates lay outside
(redward) of our color cuts by up to 0.25 mag, which is an
indication that future searches would beneﬁt from relaxing the
criteria.
More candidates lie in the redder end (g− r> 1), suggesting
that searching further into the red area may be worthwhile.
However, fewer sources overall lie in this region of the color
space (∼5% of the DES catalog are redder than our cuts), and
so we expect diminishing returns to be evident in this area
as well.
When we examine the location in this space of candidates
with grades of 1 compared to those with a grade of 3, no
particular trend is apparent. More ambiguous candidates in our
sample have colors similar to higher-quality ones.
3.5. Comparison with BNR and Rich Cluster Search
The BNR search, using the methodology described in
Section 2.5 and Diehl et al. (2017), was able to discover several
high-quality lens candidates but was less efﬁcient than the
CNN search. Visual inspection of over 50,000 sources yielded
40 probable or deﬁnite lenses: a rate of 1 in 1250; the CNN-
based search required the inspection of approximately 30,000
candidates and yielded 485 probable or deﬁnite lenses: a rate of
1 in 62 (as high as one in ﬁve in the purest sample).
Of the 26 lenses discovered only in the BNR search, 4 are of
galaxy–galaxy scale; the remainder are groups and clusters.
Since our training set did not simulate group- and cluster-scale
lenses, we do not expect the CNN to discover these lenses,
many of which have Einstein radii larger than the postage-
stamp images scored with the CNNs.
The BNR search methodology was also employed in the
Diehl et al. (2017) bright arcs survey. Forty-one high-quality
candidates from that search that satisﬁed our color cuts were
not recovered in this CNN search (they received scores below
the thresholds we used by at least one of our networks).
Conversely, of our 485 CNN-selected candidates, 48 were
found by that search. Identifying those candidates involved
visual inspection of over 400,000 images.
Figure 5. Colors of the CNN lens candidates (red), non-CNN lens candidates
(blue), and source catalog (gray).
Table 5
Possible Strong Lens Systems Selected by CNN but with Grades
0<Grade<2, Indicating Possible, but Not Probable or Deﬁnite, Lensing
Object ID R.A. Decl. Notes
140003287 00 02 29.66 −52 29 19.90
141268015 00 02 41.13 02 48 52.85
142078524 00 03 38.47 −51 55 57.40
142345819 00 04 28.14 −38 44 08.95
182976851 00 06 10.34 −55 07 50.09
182217410 00 06 25.41 −54 24 33.77
182434686 00 08 35.18 −39 22 38.50
Note. The object ID is the identiﬁer from the DES Year 3 A1 coadd object
tables. Where the source has previously been ﬂagged as a potential lens, this is
noted. References. (1) Diehl et al. (2017), (2) Petrillo et al. (2019), (3)
Sonnenfeld et al. (2018), (4) Wong et al. (2018), (5) Sonnenfeld et al. (2013).
(This table is available in its entirety in machine-readable form.)
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3.6. False Positives
The purest candidate sample inspected yielded 255 quality
candidates from a sample of 1175, or about one in ﬁve.
Figure 6 depicts some examples of false positives, which fall
into four loose categories.
1. False arcs: arc-like features in the image appear to have
confused the networks (5%).
2. Blue near red: a chance alignment of blue and red sources
may have confused the network (24%).
3. Low signal to noise: could be a lens but the image is not
deep enough to be sure (10%).
4. Unknown: no clear reason (61%; however, 33% are
bright ETGs that could have lensed sources obscured by
the lens in the RGB imaging inspected by us).
The rate of one in ﬁve represents a signiﬁcant improvement
from previous searches, but the fact that a human astronomer
would reject the majority of the CNN-selected candidates
clearly implies there is further room for improvement of the
method.
3.7. Improvements for Future Searches
Our networks produced a candidate set of 1175 candidates
with a purity of ∼13%, deﬁned as the proportion of probable or
deﬁnite lenses; this ﬁgure is greater than 20% if we include
possible lenses. Although this represents high accuracy given
the number and variety of sources scored by the networks, with
a false positive rate of 1 in 8000, it suggests that the network
could be improved to be more aggressive in rejecting certain
types of candidates that a human would classify as unlikely.
Retraining networks with highly scored false positives
classiﬁed by human inspectors may drop the false positive
rate without signiﬁcantly impacting the false negative rate.
Reducing the false positive rate would also make wider
searches—for instance the entire survey catalog—more
feasible.
The use of transfer learning (Bengio 2012; Vilalta 2018),
where a network trained on one particular problem domain or
training set can be applied to a different problem domain with
minimal need for retraining, could assist future searches. The
use of transfer learning for a network with an understanding of
galaxy morphology was demonstrated on SDSS and DES data
in Sánchez et al. (2019). Retraining networks trained to ﬁnd
lenses in another survey or with larger training sets of known
lenses could improve networks used in future searches of DES
or other surveys.
An improvement in the quality of simulations used for
training is also likely to result in improved accuracy. The use of
the redMaGiC simulations resulted in a noticeable improve-
ment in the quality of candidates, indicating that there was
some property of the simulations that the networks relied on
too heavily in scoring. A greater diversity in synthetic stellar
populations, redshifts, and morphology may lead to an
improvement in the completeness. Our simulations use a PSF
drawn from a distribution consistent with DES Year 1 SV data,
which may not be optimal for the Y3 coadd imaging we
searched. This may bias the networks to images with seeing
closer to the simulated distribution. This could also be tested
with more varied simulations.
Finally, if the quality of the simulations is not the limiting
factor in performance, then deeper networks may also lead to
an improvement. In theory, larger (more trainable weights) or
deeper (more layers) networks would have the ability to extract
more relevant information from the training sets but can also
prove more difﬁcult to train. Further work exploring this
balance is warranted.
4. Conclusion
In this paper, we present a catalog of 485 strong gravitational
lens candidates discovered in the DES Year 3 A1 coadd images
Figure 6. False positives scored as deﬁnite lenses (score=1) by a CNN. Left: false arcs. Second from left: BNR objects. Middle: low signal to noise. Second from
right: bright ETGs. Right: no clear pattern.
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using CNNs. We used simulated lenses to determine color cuts,
which we applied to the 300 million sources in the DES survey
catalog, yielding 7.9 million sources to search. We scored each
image with several neural networks trained with simulated
lenses and real galaxies, and combined the scores to produce
small sub-sets of our search catalog that were examined by
human inspectors and graded for quality. Examining one set of
1175 images (0.01% of the search catalog) resulted in 152
high-quality (probable or deﬁnite) lenses. By experimenting
with networks of different architectures and training sets, a
further approximately 20,000 images were inspected, bringing
the total catalog of high-quality candidates to 399. To this, we
add 86 candidates found in previous CNN searches and 26 new
candidates discovered in other visual searches examining rich
clusters and BNR sources. The 511 candidates we discovered
in DES with a grade of >=2 (“probably a lens”) are presented
in Table 1.
For reference by future lens searches, in Appendix B we
include 742 lenses with grades <2, i.e., possible lenses. If a
signiﬁcant proportion of these are conﬁrmed in future, it may
indicate that the CNNs are able to distinguish lensing features
that are difﬁcult for a human astronomer to conﬁdently
identify.
Future searches will seek to improve the purity of the
samples by retraining networks using discovered lenses and
false positives graded by human experts including citizen
scientist volunteers.
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